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A NOTE CONCERNING THE NOTION OF MEREOLOGICAL CLASS

CZESLAW LEJEWSKI

1 In mereology we have a number of equivalences which in various ways
characterize the notion of mereological class. Some of these equivalences
have been used, in some systems of mereology, as definitions while others
have been proved in these systems as theorems. In the present note I shall
be concerned with the following three equivalences:

El [Aa]:.AεA:[B]:Bεa . D . Bεe\(A) :[B]:Bεe\(A) ,^.[3CD].Cεa.
Dεe\(B) .Dεe\(C) :=.AεK\(a)

E2 [Aa] Λ A εA : [B]: [3C]. C ε e\(A). C ε e\(B) .=. [3DE] .Dεa.
Eεe\(B) .Eεe\(D) :=.AεK\(a)

E3 [Aa]::AεA:. [B]:.Aεe\(B) .=: [C]:Cεa .=>. Cεe\{B) :.=.AεK\(a)

Equivalence El, which is due to Lesniewski, is normally used as a
definition in systems of mereology in which the notion of mereological
element serves as the only undefined mereological notion.1 Thus, for
instance, El is used as a definition in the system based on the following
single axiom:

AA1 [AB]::Aεβ\(B) .=:•: B ε B >: [Ca] :•: [ϋ] Λ D ε C .=: [E]:Eεa .=>.
E ε e\(D): [E] : E ε e\(D) .=>. [3FG] .F εa .Gεe\(E) .Gεe\{F)::
Bεe\(B) .Bεa , o . Aεβl(C)2

It is not difficult to see that El is, in a sense, embedded in Al, whose
meaning becomes clearer once we have realized that the set of presupposi-
tions consisting of AA1 and El is inferencially equivalent to the set of
presuppositions consisting of El and

AA1.1 [AB]:.Aεe\(B) .=: BεB:[a]:Bεe\(B) .Bεa .z>. Aεe\(K\(a))

With the aid of symbols we state this equivalence thus: {AA1, El} ^
{AAl.ly El}, and we note that in {AΛi, El} El can be regarded as a defini-
tion whereas in {AA1.1, El} it cannot be so regarded in view of the fact that
the notion of 'K\9 already occurs in AA1.1. Consequently, {AAl.lf El} must
be treated as an axiom system involving two undefined mereological
notions, i.e., 'eP and 'Kl\

In 1954 I noticed that E2 could be used as the definition of 'KΓ in a
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